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Welcome to our First Newsletter for 2011!
I hope you all had amazing December holidays (albeit it feels the festive season was a very long time ago!) and that the start of 2011 has been fantastic!
As you will see in the pages of our Newsletter, the UDEC team has been busy!

G orator for tar p roc essin g
The GORATOR has already proved itself
for more than 20 years as a wet processing machine for many new tasks of processing the most varied media.
The GORATOR grinds, disintegrates, comminutes, homogenizes, aerates, mixes,
shreds, washes and transports – in short,
it conditions your product in many physical and mechanical ways and is able to
process materials of different consistencies:
Solid – liquid
Liquid – liquid
Gaseous – liquid
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One of SA’s major companies has opted
to lease a test machine, system GORATOR, type F 25-0.3/15 from Hoelscher
Technic, complete with rotor/stator system, special material, consisting of four
closed ring segments, double acting mechanical seal with thermo-siphon-system,
base plate and electrical motor 30kW,
1450 min-1, 50 Hz, type of construction
B3, IP55 and electrical cabinet.

Hello Summer!
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The machine is in explosion proof design
acc. to ATEX II 2G EEx de II CT4.

Randwater vists
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CECA in SA
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It's a celebration!
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Gorator® size 25
The dynamic wet processing unit for
defined solid and stable suspensions
Application: Grinding and crushing of
oversize coke particles in tar.

R A N D WAT E R d e l e g a t i o n v i s i t o u r o f f i c e s

A review delegation from Randwater recently visited our offices on a site audit. The aim of the visit
was to inspect our premises and ensure we conform to all their internal requirements.
We thank you for visiting us and hope you enjoyed meeting our team as much as we enjoyed welcoming you to our offices!

CECA Visits South Africa
Xavier Neau, the Technical Development Manager from CECA,
visited South Africa in March.
Barbara and Xavier visited numerous companies around the
country to introduce or assist
with technical aspects of the
use of Diatomaceous Earth
within their plants.
Thank you all for your amazing
welcome!
Above left: Klippies, Kleintjie and Altus
Below left: Kleintjie, Xavier, Altus, Barbara, Klippies at OWK Cellars in Upinton
Above right: Chris and Xavier at Ceres
Fruit Processors

Celebrating a Birthday!
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PERSONAL PROFILE
Coreen Helberg

Star sign
Taurus

Chocolates or crisps?
Definitely crisps

Tell us briefly about your
family.
I am married, with 3
boys. 2 of them are
studying law and one is
still in high school. In addition I have 2 very
naughty spaniels and 4
goldfish

What is the last book
you read?
“Travels on my Elephant” Mark Shand
If you could be any
character in fiction,
who would you be and
why?
Alladin—for a free ride
anywhere

If you were a road where
would you lead and why? If I gave you an eleTo Patagonia it is scenic phant where would you
hide it?
and endless
In my husbands untidy
garage
On a Sunday morning I
If I came to your home
normally …
…. go on a breakfast run and looked inside the
refrigerator, what
What was the best thing would I find?
before sliced bread?
Milk, cheese, fresh veggies , wine, beer and an
Woolies foods
assortment of sauces.

How many pairs of shoes
you own?
Let’s keep the answer to
that question a secret.
At a movie theater which
of the two arm rests is
yours?
Right
What do you think you
would be 20 years from
now?
Hopefully in a position to
be a permanent traveler, both national and
international
What do you do when
you are feeling sad or
depressed?
Shop! [for shoes?]
What things do you find
yourself doing that you
said you'd "never" do.
Cleaning up on behalf of
my family, going to gym.

From top to bottom: Coreen
& Gabby. Coreen and her
youngest son Corné. Coreen
and husband Jacob
Top Left: Coreen and her boys celebrating 25 years of marriage!
Top right: The men in her life—Thinus, Corné, Jacob and Louis
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The girls and their Summer holidays

B a r b a ra — a W h i t e C h r i s t m a s !
Coreen—out and about

Sihaam—a family affair

Tr u d y — f u n i n t h e s u n

Christa Camping in Langebaan
I hope you enjoy this, our first edition of our 2011 Newsletters. As always, we love to hear from you…
With warmest regards from Hans, Barbara and your UDEC Team!

